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Welcome to American Elm District Cub Scout

Roundtable Electronic edition

Webelos activity badges Traveler and Artist

Aquanaut and Geologist

Naturalist and Forester

Theme: Invent a Reason to Celebrate

Red, White and Baloo

Scouting It Out

PRE OPENING ACTIVITIES

American Mountains
By Heart of America

Thirty of the highest mountains in America
and their height in feet are listed below. The
height numbers are hidden in this puzzle.
Try to find them by looking up and down,
backwards and forwards, or diagonally
across the puzzle. Circle each number you
find. The height of Mount McKinley -20,320 -
has been circled to get you started.

McKinley -20.320 Foraker -17,400
Bonna - 16,550 Blackburn - 16,390
Kennedy -16,286 Sanford - 16,237
Bear - 14,831 Hunter - 14,573
South Buttress -15,885
Browne Tower -14,530

Whitney - 14,494 White -14,246
North Palisde -14,242 Williamson -14,375

Elbert -14,433 Harvard -14,420
Longs Peak -14,256 Massive -14,421
Shavano Peak -14,229 Evans -14,264
Blanca Peak -14,345 Lincoln -14,286
La Plata Peak -14,336 Gray’s Peak -14,270
Crestone Peak -14,270 Antero -14,269
Torreys Peak -14,267 Castle Peak -14,265
Uncompahgre Peak -14,309

Alaska

California

Colorado

Answer

7 4 3 1 4 3 4 5 1 0 4 6 3 9

1 5 9 3 4 5 4 7 9 1 5 3 2 6

4 7 8 9 7 2 9 5 8 4 4 0 3 9

3 1 4 1 2 7 6 1 2 4 1 2 5 6

2 4 7 3 8 2 6 9 1 1 5 4 8 9

1 6 3 2 4 0 4 7 8 1 3 2 7 6

2 2 5 1 8 3 0 1 4 2 6 7 2 9

2 4 2 8 6 2 4 2 4 1 3 6 9 1

5 1 4 5 3 0 1 9 0 7 2 4 1 4

1 6 2 6 3 9 2 1 3 8 0 4 1 6

2 4 0 3 4 4 1 6 3 9 0 5 4 0

1 9 4 3 1 3 8 4 1 5 9 2 9 1

7 1 6 7 2 4 6 9 3 4 4 6 2 7

8 1 4 1 6 2 3 7 3 1 3 8 1 6

5 0 2 4 4 1 3 7 0 4 6 1 4 3

0 7 5 5 1 2 5 2 5 8 8 5 1 4

9 6 1 7 1 4 3 0 9 6 1 6 5 0

5 7 4 7 1 5 3 8 1 9 4 8 9 0

7 4 3 1 4 3 4 5 1 0 4 6 3 9

1 5 9 3 4 5 4 7 9 1 5 3 2 6

4 7 8 9 7 2 9 5 8 4 4 0 3 9

3 1 4 1 2 7 6 1 2 4 1 2 5 6

2 4 7 3 8 2 6 9 1 1 5 4 8 9

1 6 3 2 4 0 4 7 8 1 3 2 7 6

2 2 5 1 8 3 0 1 4 2 6 7 2 9

2 4 2 8 6 2 4 2 4 1 3 6 9 1

5 1 4 5 3 0 1 9 0 7 2 4 1 4

1 6 2 6 3 9 2 1 3 8 0 4 1 6

2 4 0 3 4 4 1 6 3 9 0 5 4 0

1 9 4 3 1 3 8 4 1 5 9 2 9 1

7 1 6 7 2 4 6 9 3 4 4 6 2 7

8 1 4 1 6 2 3 7 3 1 3 8 1 6

5 0 2 4 4 1 3 7 0 4 6 1 4 3

0 7 5 5 1 2 5 2 5 8 8 5 1 4

9 6 1 7 1 4 3 0 9 6 1 6 5 0

5 7 4 7 1 5 3 8 1 9 4 8 9 0
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WORDS FOR THE CUB SCOUT FUN

ACTIVITY PINS DENNER
FIELD TRIPS BADEN POWELL
DEN CHIEF BEAR
GOLD ARROW WOLF
HIKES BOBCAT
CAMPING PINEWOOD DERBY
SILVER ARROW CUB MASTER
DAY CAMP TIGER
WEBELO DEN LEADER
ARROW OF LIGHT FUN
BLUE AND GOLD MOTHERS RIBBON
COMPASS POINTS SPACE DERBY

Opening Ceremony

By Heart of America Council

As we watch the flag blowing in the breeze,
we often think of what living in this wonderful
country does for us. Seldom do we think of
the duty each of us have toward our country.
Look closely at the word American. We find
that it ends with two smaller words,
These words can remind us, as Cub Scouts,
of our duty.

I can be loyal to my country.
I can be honest in my

dealings with others.
I can show respect to others

and their property.
I can be helpful to others.
I can be industrious and do

my part to add to my country.
I can be thankful for the

blessing of living in this country.
I can show my love for my

country by my actions. If we all do these
things, our country will be even greater than it
is now. (Pledge optional)

6 ba11oons to be popped. Each
balloon contains a part of the Cub Scout
Promise written on a paper inside.

Pop balloon and read: "I (name)
promise"

Pop balloon and read: "to do my
best"

Pop balloon and read: "to do my
duty to God"

I Can

“I CAN.”

Cub Scout #1:
Cub Scout #2:

Cub Scout #3:

Cub Scout #4:
Cub Scout #5:

Cub Scout #6:

Cub Scout #7:

I Promise
Equipment:

Cub #1:

Cub #2:

Cub #3:

T C A M P I N G F S K F W R G

H O I U H C U W B W E B E L O

G M S Y T I M K K Y E P A L L

I P I N E W O O D D E R B Y D

L A L U R E T S A M B U C R A

F S V F E I H C N E D Z N E R

O S E B L U E A N D G O L D R

W P R T Y B R E D E C A P S O

O O A Z J H S C M T I G E R W

R I R S P I R T D L E I F E F

R N R A C T I V I T Y P I N S

A T O R B O B C A T C B H N M

E S W O L F B S W J H I K E S

B K L L E W O P N E D A B D E

R E D A E L N E D A Y C A M P

CUB SCOUT FUN PUZZLE

CUB SCOUT FUN PUZZLEANSWERS TO

T C A M P I N G F S K F W R G

H O I U H C U W B W E B E L O

G M S Y T I M K K Y E P A L L

I P I N E W O O D D E R B Y D

L A L U R E T S A M B U C R A

F S V F E I H C N E D Z N E R

O S E B L U E A N D G O L D R

W P R T Y B R E D E C A P S O

O O A Z J H S C M T I G E R W

R I R S P I R T D L E I F E F

R N R A C T I V I T Y P I N S

A T O R B O B C A T C B H N M

E S W O L F B S W J H I K E S

B K L L E W O P N E D A B D E

R E D A E L N E D A Y C A M P
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Cub #4:
Cub #5:

Cub #6:

Leader:

Flag

Arrangement:

Cub Scout 1:

Cub Scout 2:

Cub Scout 3:

Honoring Our Flag

Equipment:

Pop balloon and read: "and my country,"
Pop balloon and read: "to help other

people,"
Pop balloon and read: “and to obey the

law of the Pack.”
(Enters holding a balloon filled with

helium, tied to a long string and lets the balloon
go up a little at a time as speaking.) The Cub
Scout Promise helps us to remember who we are
and what we should do with our lives. We should
set goals that will give us honor and pride, but
remember to keep those goals constantly in your
thoughts, sights and not loose sight of them.
(Balloon should be high in sky but not out of
sight.)

By Heart of America Council
Four uniformed Cub Scouts hold

letter cards spelling F L A G and read parts.
F – F stands for Freedom, on land

and on sea; for America is the land for me.
L – L stands for Liberty, for Love

and for care. Look at America. You’ll find it there!
A – A stands for Achievement,

America too. American achievement is the best
thing for you.
Cub Scout 4: G – G stands for Greatness, Glory
and all that is Good. If you don’t love the flag, you
certainly should. All Together:
F-L-A-G is America’s symbol, land of the free; that
is what our flag means to me!

By Heart of America Council
Seven red and six white crepe paper

streamers, each about 4 feet long, representing
the stripes of the U. S. flag; a blue crepe paper
rectangle representing the union; a white crepe
paper five point star; and a U. S. flag.
Personnel: Fifteen Cub Scouts, a Webelos Scout
flag bearer, and the Cubmaster.
(To start, seven Cub Scouts, each holding a red
streamer in wide spread arms, march in, single
file.) In unison, they recite, “We are the seven red
stripes of our flag. We stand for strength and
valor.” (Next, six Cub Scouts carrying white
streamers come in and take positions between
the boys with red stripes.) They recite, “We are
the six white stripes of our flag. We stand for
purity and cleanliness of purpose thought, word,
and deed.” (A Cub Scout carrying the blue

rectangle enters and goes to the far left of the line
from the audience’s viewpoint.) He says, “I am
the field of blue. I stand for vigilance,
perseverance, and justice.” (A Cub Scout carrying
the white star enters and holds it in front of the
union,) saying “Our flag has one star for each
state. United we are strong.” (A Webelos Scout
carrying the U. S. flag enters and stands in front
of the group.) The Cubmaster says, “Behold the
emblem of our country. May it ever wave over a
free people. Please join me in the Pledge of
Allegiance.” (He then leads the pledge.)

By Heart of America Council
• To climb a mountain and look afar.
• To sit around an ember campfire with good
friends.
• To test his strength and his skill on his very own.
• To be alone with his own thoughts and with his
God.
• To be ready to reach out and find the hand of an
understanding man ready and willing to help.
• To have a code to live by … easily understood
and fair.
• A chance to play hard just for the fun o fit … and
to work hard for the thrill of it.
• To have a chance to fail … and know why.
• To have and to be a good friend and have a
chance to prove both.
• To have a hero … and a vision to measure him
by.

By Heart of America Council
Each Cub Scout should have a candle to light
from a central candle – The Spirit of Nature
Candle.
Each lights his candle and reads the following
statements.

We have been observing and studying
Nature’s treasures.

We will help to maintain Nature’s balance.
We will help and learn from Nature’s animals.
We will help maintain Nature’s resources.
We will protect them from harm.
We will follow the law of nature.
The Outdoor Code

As an American, I will do my best to
Be clean in my outdoor manners
Be careful with fire
Be considerate in the outdoors

TEN NEEDS OF A BOY

Spirit of Nature

#1:

#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
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Campfire Opening

Equipment:

Cubmaster:

Cub #1:

Cub #2:

Cub #3:

Cub #4:

Cub #5:

Cub #6:

Cub #7:

JOKES/RIDDLES & RUN-ONS

Personnel: Narrator and 7 Cub Scouts (each with
hi part written on a card or memorized)

Real or artificial campfire, seven
candles.

Welcome to the Cub Scout
campfire. Akela is among us. Let us draw from
this campfire all its vibrance and warmth, the
secrets of Cub Scouting and the spirit of
brotherhood.

In its light, we see new chances to be
helpful and do our best.

From its warmth, we strengthen the
bonds of fellowship and learn how to get along
with others.

From the stones that ring the fire and
keep its power in check, we learn how we can
curb our tempers and become good citizens.

From the smoke that rises out of the fire,
we learn to lift our eyes upward and worship God.

The spark that started this fire reminds
us that little Good Turns can lead to greater
deeds.

Just as the fire needs wood to burn
bright, so do we need care and the love of our
family to burn brightly.

In its leaping flames, we see the fun of
Cub Scouting and the joys of life.

By Heart of America Council

By Heart of America Council
A. Enters with a pine branch and pokes the
Emcee.
B. What are you doing?
A. I’m needling you.

Cub 1: I visited a state that uttered an
exclamation before and after it greeted me.
Cub 2: What state is that?
Cub 1: O-hi-o.

Cub 1: Do you know a state that has a path to
follow and an area surrounded by water?
Cub 2: I have no idea.
Cub 1: Rhode Island. (Road)

Cub #1: What did the botanist get when he
crossed poison ivy with a four leaf clover?
Cub #2: I don’t know what?
Cub #1: A rash of good luck.

STUNTS/TRICKS & PUZZLES
By Heart of America Council

Hidden Toys: Show your friends a piece of paper
filled with lots and lots of pictures of different toys.
You turn your back so that they can put a dime on
any picture. It will completely hide the toy in that
square. Then when you turn around you can
immediately tell them which toy is hidden.
(See next page)

Loop a ring
A on to the middle of a string, and
run three rings B C and D down
tile doubled string. Ask someone
to hold the two ends, E and F.
Explain that the easiest way to
remove the four rings is to cut
the string where it passes
through A. Hold and cover all
the rings in your left hand, and
With a knife pretend to cut through
the string at A. At the same time
turn the bottom of the ring towards
you and to that: top, about tile axis
A A. This will allow you to remove ring A. Slide the
left hand down to A and allow the three rings B C
and D to drop into your right hand. Twist the loop at
A between your fingers, and ask the person holding
the ends E and F to pull these ends apart. He will be
surprised to find that the string has been joined up
again. You can, if you wish, make a thumb knot with
F round E above or below the three rings.

1. Which state has a ton?
2. Which state starts with a pen?
3. Which state has an Indian?
4. Which state has a tuck in the middle?
5. Which state has a ham?
6. Which state is cut on the end?
7. Which state has a tan?
8. Which state has color?
9. Which state has ore in it?
10. Which state is an island?

(Continued on page 6)

Rings Off A String:

Do You Know Your States?

Here's How: All you have to do is count 5
squares away from the dime - either horizontally
(across) or vertical (up and down) and you will
find the same toy as the one hidden under the
dime. When counting start with the square next
to the dime.
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11. Half of which state is land?
12. Which state starts with ten?
13. Which state greets you with “Hi”?
14. The first thing you see in two states is a “Miss”.
15. Which state has a lab?
16. Which two states are asking questions?
17. Name four new states.

-Washington; -Pennsylvania; -Indiana;
-Kentucky; -New Hampshire; -Connecticut;
-Montana; -Colorado; -Oregon;

-Rhode Island; -Maryland; -Tennessee;
-Ohio; -Mississippi & Missouri; -Alabama;
-Alaska & Nebraska;
-New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico & New

York

What flag has 13 stripes and 50 stars?
The answer, of course, is “Old Glory.” Now do you
know what is on the flags of the states? If you don’t
know some of these, before you look at the answers,
see Achievement 2 of Wolf Cub Scout Book. All state
flags are shown there.
There’s a... on the flag of...
1. Anchor a. Alaska
2. Bear b. California
3. Big Dipper c. Hawaii
4. Buffalo (bison) d. Indiana
5. (Flag is)non-rectangular shape e. Ohio
6. Osage shield and peace pipe f. Oklahoma
7. Palmetto tree g. Rhode Island
8. President’s likeness h. South

Carolina
9. Torch i. Washington
10. Union Jack j. Wyoming

-g; -b; -a; -j; -e; -f; 7-h; -i; -d; -c

By Heart of America Council

Separate the group
into two teams, the snakes and the explorers. The
snakes sit randomly in the snake pit (playing area).
One by one, blindfold the boys playing Indiana Jones
and send them walking through the snake pit, with
only the voice of a sighted guide from their team to
direct them. The snakes hiss very loudly the whole
time, trying to mask the guide’s directions. If Indiana
Jones touches a snake, he sits down where he is and
becomes a snake himself. Let teams try both sides.

Answers:
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
10 11 12
13 14 15
16
17

State Flags:

Answers: 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

Indiana Jones in the Snake Pit:

GAMES & ACTIVITIES

Battle of Bunker Hill:

Ring the Liberty Bell:

Fizzical Toes:

Night Watching:

Parachute:

The boys should be
divided into tow teams, one team representing
the minutemen and the other the British. Draw
two lines from ten to fifteen feet apart and stand
the contestants on these lines, facing each other.
Give each team four beanbags. When the signal
is given to “fire” the teams “shoot” at each other
by tossing the bean bags at the opposing line. If a
player is hit by a bean bag, he is a “casualty” and
must drop out of the game. However, if a player
sees a bag coming toward him, he may catch the
bag and continue playing. The game should
continue until either the Minutemen or the British
are vanquished.

To make this game, you’ll
need a bell, a wire coat hanger, some heavy cord
or rope, and a small rubber ball. Bend the coat
hanger into a hoop, with the hook at the top.
Hang the bell in the middle of the hoop with the
rope, and then tie the hoop from a low tree
branch. This game may be played as individuals
or teams. The players take turns trying to throw
the ball through the hoop. Have a person stand
on the other side of the hoop to catch the ball.
Keep score as points are made. Each time the
bell is rung, the player scores three points. If the
ball goes through the hoop but doesn’t touch the
bell, he scores two points. If the ball hits the
outside of the coat hanger, the player scores one
point, Each player throws the ball only once per
turn, and gets five turns. After everyone is
finished, add up the number of points scored by
individuals or teams.

Have each boy remove one shoe
and one sock. Then give each boy three marbles.
Without using their hands in any way, the boys
are to lift and carry each of their marbles with
their toes from starting point to another point. The
first to get all three marbles to the finish line wins.

Cover a flashlight with red
cellophane. Walk through the woods, parks and
fields looking for animals and insects of the night.

Make a ring by cutting the center
from a 5”circle Of paper. Glue the ring to the
center of a paper napkin. Tie four 12” Lengths of.
string to the four corners of the napkin. Tie or glue
the other ends of the string to an object such as a
pine cone. Let the parachute float down from a
high Spot. (See next page)

Page 6 American Elm District
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SKITS
Eureka! I've Found It!
Personnel and equipment::

Sourdough:

Merchant:

Blacksmith:

Teamster:

Saloon Keeper:

Cub Scout:

Sourdough prospector
with floppy hat and gold pan, merchant with long
sleeved white shirt and sleeve garters, blacksmith
with black apron and hammer, teamster with
horse whip, saloon- keeper with wipe rag and root
beer bottles, Cub Scout in uniform Narrator:
Marshal's discovery of gold in 1849, made California
the destination for people from allover the world.

I came to the gold fields to find my
dreams in a rich gold claim. The work is hard and
the gold is fleeting. I find little to reward me.

I came to the gold fields to provide
supplies and outfit the miners. The work is hard and
I'm always out of supplies.

I came to the gold fields to make
equipment and keep bullion wagons moving. The
work is hard and I'm always out of picks and
shovels, horseshoes, and wagon wheels.

I came to the gold fields to carry supplies
in and gold dust out of the mining camps. The
work is hard and my horses are always thirsty and
hungry.

I came to the gold fields to mine
the miners. The work is hard and I never have
enough root beer.

I came to Scouting to have fun and do
challenging new things. I have worked hard to
earn my advancement and have discovered fun,
fellowship, and self-confidence. The ideals of
Cub Scouting will last forever in my character.
Eureka! I've found it! The blue and gold of Cub
Scouting. Please join me in the Cub Scout Promise.

Clothes pin Ring Toss
Materials:

Fishing Derby

Bait

Knots

Lid from a case of copy paper
6 rubber jar rings
9 wooden round-headed clothes pins
1. Cut 9 pairs of slits in a cardboard box cover so a
clothespin will stand firmly in each pair of slits.
2. Using a crayon or felt tip marker, mark the base
of each clothes pin with a number from 1 to 9.
3. To play the game, establish a line 6’ or more
away and try to throw rubber jar rings over the
clothes pins. Add up the scores to determine the
winner.

Either Father and son or for the families.
Use a rod and reel or a cane pole. Some line and
hooks and a few weighs and floats. You also need
a disgorger, or “hook-out”, which is a metal or
plastic tool that helps you unhook a fish without
hurting it.

It can be real food, either alive or dead. It can also
be an imitation, which tricks the fish.

Fishing line is quite
smooth and you will
need to learn how to tie
special knots that do not
slip. Our tackle will
include at least one knot,
to connect your line to
your hook.

Always make the line
wet before tightening
the knot. Test the knot
by pulling from both sides
before you start fishing.
Use this knot to tie a hook
onto a fishing line.

1 2 3

4 5 6

87 9
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Giant Caterpillar

It's A …..

Characters:

Pete:
Ben:
Jim:

Tom:
Pete:
Ben:
Pete:
Tom:

Ben:
Pete:
Tom:
Ben:
Tom:
Jim:
Ben:
Tom:

A group of boys are in line, bending over to
represent a giant caterpillar. Sheets or blankets
are draped over them. The explorer who has
captured this monster tells the audience he
would like to have them watch this phenomenal
animal devour food. He sticks a box of fruit into
the caterpillar's mouth - and it eats it up (boys
underneath shake tin cans filled with rocks and
move up and down to give the appearance
of digesting food). Contents of the box are
emptied and the boy in the rear tosses out the
empty box.
Next, the explorer feeds the caterpillar a paper
sack filled with food. The same procedure is
followed, with the sack thrown out in pieces.
Finally, the caterpillar grabs the explorer. After a
great commotion, articles of clothing which have
been concealed under the sheets are tossed out,
giving the appearance of undressing the victim
(the explorer). The caterpillar makes a hasty exit
with the victim under the sheet.

This skit could be dramatized at a pack outdoor
activity or on stage indoors. It is easy for Cub
Scouts because most of the speaking is done
inside the tent out of sight of the audience, so
lines could be read instead of memorized.
Setting: A tent is set up in the woods. It is a very
dark night. Boys are inside tent.

Jim, Pete, Ben, Tom (and as many
others as you wish to include in the dialogue).

Hey Ben, You all right?
(sleepily) Yes.
Why don't you guys be quiet. I'm trying to

sleep.
(A Short pause - silence prevails)

Hey Pete. You all right?
Sure.
Wish I had Skippy here.
Yeah, keep you warm. You're scared.
You guys go to sleep.

(A short pause - silence)
Listen: What's that noise?
Just the wind blowing.
Might be something prowling around.
What?
Oh, I don't know. A bear, maybe

Or a panther.
A panther?
Yea, or it could be a coyote:

Pete:
Jim:
Ben:
Tom:
Pete:
Jim: !

The Bottling Factory

LOADING DOCK:

CONVEYOR BELT:

BOTTLE WASHER:

LOWER CONVEYOR BELT:

BOTTLER:

LARGE CONVEYOR BELT:

SHIPPING ROOM:

TASTING ROOM:

George And The Apple Tree
GEORGE
APPLE TREES
ORCHARD “
PATCHES

GEORGE

APPLE TREE
GEORGE

PATCHES

A coyote?
Maybe it's a mountain lion.
Oh, no:
Hey, it's coming closer
Where's my flashlight?

Look Out It's coming in the tent.
(All yell and run out of tent. Flashlights on Ben,
who is holding a dog. (Toy or real)

The leader announces, “On this special occasion,
we’ve made arrangements to take a tour of a
bottling factory.” He then divides the audience
into eight groups and teach each group the action
and noise they are to make:

“Swish, crash, swish, crash”
Pivot back and forth as if loading empty bottles
onto a deck.

“Lag-a-lag-a-lag” Hold arms
out straight in front, flutter hands up and down.

“Shh, shh, shh” Stoop down
while turning as if a brush is being twisted into
bottle, stand, repeat.

“Tinkle, tinkle,
tinkle” Make same movement as above conveyor
belt, but hands make smaller movements.

“Shh, pft! Shh, pft!” Turn around and
pound fist into palm of other hand.

“LAG-A-LAG-A-
LAG!” Exaggerated movements of hands.

“Crash, band, crash, band”
Stoop and pick up loaded crates of pop, transfer
to truck.

“Urp! Pardon Me. Urp!” Cover
mouth with hand. When the entire group has
learned their parts, go through the factory one
station at a time, then have everything go into
motion at once.

“By George”
“Mmmmm good”

Trees, Trees, Trees”
“Bow Wow”

As presidents go, Washington led an
interesting life. All of you have heard about the
Cherry Tree incident, but have you ever heard of
the one about the ? The story goes
like this.... One spring day, and his
constant companion, his dog , were
walking around the home place, kicking rocks
and what-not. It was a lazy a afternoon between
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1. Pour rounded _ cup of Red Hots and _ cup
water into a pot. Simmer the water and candy
until the candy dissolves. It only takes a few
minutes. Let the liquid cool before you use it.
2. Divide the candy and water mixture between
two drinking glasses. Add two tablespoons dry
milk to each glass. Stir until it dissolves.
3. Slowly add _ cup cold soda water or seltzer to
each glass. Stir carefully. The soda will fizz up.
4. Stir in _ teaspoon vanilla extract or add a small
scoop of vanilla ice cream to each glass.
Makes 2 Firecracker Fizzles.

Roasting Ears

Cardboard Box / Foil Oven

Crafts
Wind Spinner

Serving Size : 4
4 ears of corn -- leave husks on margarine
Aluminum foil Pull back husks. Leave these
attached. Clean ears of corn of all silk hairs.
Spread pats of margarine, or use soft squeezable
margarine, all over the ear of corn. Pull
back over the ears the husks. Wrap each ear of
corn with aluminum foil. Place in warm coals.
Cook about 10 minutes and turn. Cook for
another 10 minutes or until done.
NOTES: Alternate idea: Instead of wrapping in
aluminum foil. Place in a glass baking dish. Cook
in microwave 4 minutes. Turn and cook 4 more
minutes.

Completely line inside of heavy cardboard box
with aluminum foil, shiny side out. Close all
seams on the outside of the box with duct tape
(heat-resistant tape) to keep heat from leaking
out. Make a hole about 1/4 inch in diameter
from inside to outside on all four sides of box
near the bottom. Make a rack with wire, or place
two bricks or rocks inside to hold pan.
For insulation, pour pebbles or dirt into a pan that
will fit into the bottom of the oven. (Foil can be
placed across the dirt or sand in order to elevate
the briquettes.) Place 15-20 white hot briquettes
on top of the pebbles.
Mix cake (snacking cake is easy, as it has its own
pan), and put in pan on rack or bricks. Close
cover, weight down, and bake 30 minutes.

Cut the top off a plastic bleach bottle or tub and
invert the bottle. With a kitchen shears, cut slits
in the sides of the bottle. Hammer a nail through

the morning chores and the evening ones.
would bring a stick to throw,

so could return it. Occasionally would
run up to with the stick in his mouth,
dance around and run away down the
road. Off to the right of the road was an

, with various fruit trees such as
, cherry trees, peach trees and

pear trees. This was a large one and
was close to the house. This being Monday the
washing was hung out on the line to dry between
the two huge . The wash – shirts,
linens and such – was flapping in the breeze.
Boys being what they are and dogs being the
same, a game of tag developed around the
laundry so carefully hung in the sun to dry.
First ran between Poppa Washington’s
shirts and Momma Washington’s best pillowcases
then around then came . Past the long
johns, around the sheets, stirring a bit of dust,
flapping the wash and popping the clothesline.
Around the they raced, behind a
cherry tree, under the peach tree and back again.
Momma Washington came out of the back door
yelling “ What do you think
you are doing?” Poor . Everything
happened at once. He looked toward the door
where his mother stood, dept on running ...
smack into the ! Kaboom! He
grabbed the air, but got the clothes line instead.
The wash fell, the clothes line came loose ... what
a mess for didn’t
help either, because in the excitement
left paw prints on the shirts, pillowcases, long
johns and such. Well ... mothers being mothers,
after was examined and found to be
okay, with only a nice bump on the head, Momma
Washington had climb the

and re-hang the clothes line. But even
worse got to re-wash all of the clothes
... which is probably why nobody ever heard
about the day that ran through the

, and climbed the

Rounded _ cup Red Hots candy or some other
small round red, cinnamon-flavored candy
_ cup water 4 tablespoons instant nonfat dry milk,
divided in half 1_ cups cold soda water or seltzer,
divided in half _ teaspoon vanilla extract, divided
in half or 2 small scoops vanilla ice cream

PATCHES GEORGE
PATCHES

GEORGE
GEORGE

ORCHARD
APPLE TREES

ORCHARD

APPLE TREES

PATCHES

GEORGE

ORCHARD

GEORGE! PATCHES!
GEORGE

APPLE TREE

GEORGE! PATCHES
PATCHES

GEORGE

GEORGE APPLE
TREE

GEORGE

PATCHES
ORCHARD GEORGE APPLE
TREE.

RECIPES
Firecracker Fizzles
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Paper Fire cracker

Let’s Celebrate
Props:

Cubmaster:

Reason to Celebrate
Cub Scout #1:

Cub Scout #2:

Cub Scout #3:

Cub Scout #4:

Using a plain piece of
notebook paper, you can make a paper fire
cracker that can give you a loud bang. It’s all in
the wrist! 1. You will need a sheet of notebook
paper, stiff wrapping paper or printer paper. 2.
Cut out a square about seven or eight inches.
3. Fold the sheet in half so that the bottom edge
of the sheet comes within a half inch of the top
edge. Crease the fold well. 4. Fold the sheet in
half again from side to side so the flap is on the
inside. Crease the fold well. 5. Hold the paper
tightly between your thumb and index finger at
the open corner where the paper is only two layer
thickness. You may want to decorate it with
markers. 6. To make the firecracker bang, quickly
flick your arm and wrist downward. The inside
paper flap will pop out and make a loud snap.
Just re-fold and go again.

Party decorations. streamers, boxed gifts.
Awards: Wrap the awards like presents. Have a
large gift wrapped box to present in.

"We're here to celebrate the
advancement to the rank of (rank).. As his efforts
to advance have, been a gift to us, we present
him now with his awards. Let’s all join in singing:
(to the tune of Happy Birthday )
"Happy (actual rank earned) Bobcat to you.”
"Happy Bobcat to you!"
"Happy Bobcat dear ….Happy Bobcat to you.”

All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful ,
The Lord God made them all.

Each little flower that opens,
The river, running by,
The morning and the sunset
That light up the sky.

The tall trees in the green wood,
The pleasant summer sun,
The ripe fruits in the garden,
He made them, every one.

He gave us eyes to see them,
And lips that we might tell,
How great is God Almighty,
Who hath made all things well.

the bottle, as shown and into the end of a wooden
dowel. The tub should spin easily on the dowel.
Attach pieces of cardboard or flat pieces out from
an aluminum pie pan and insert them into the
8lits. Put the dowel in the ground and watch the
wind at work!

Pony beads--18 blue, 15 red, 15
white, 4 ivory, 2 black; Ribbon (1/4” width, 2
yards); Lanyard hook 1. Fold your ribbon in half to
find the center. 2. Use a half
hitch or a larks head to secure
it to the lanyard hook.
3. Lace beads using pattern as
guide. 4. Finish by tying off with
A double knot.

Uncle Same Pony Bead Pattern
Materials:
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Wildlife Pledge

Broken Arrow
Equipment:

Setting:

Akela:

(Have Pack repeat each line after you.)
I pledge to use my eyes to see the beauty of all
outdoors.
I pledge to train my mind to learn the importance of
nature.
I pledge to use my hands to help protect our soil,
water, woods and wildlife.
And by my good example, show others how to
respect, property use and enjoy our natural
resources.

An Arrow for each boy, two council
fires, awards

Cubmaster at first fire, boy scouts at
second. Award is attached to arrow.

Will (Read names) and their parents please
come forward and take their place of honor at the
Council Fire?
Tonight (Read names) have achieved two high
honors. They will receive the Arrow of Light award
and graduate from Cub Scouting into Boy Scouting.
I hold in my hand an arrow. As you can see, it is
straight and true, for only an arrow that is straight
and true will hit its mark. (Hold up arrow so Scout
can see its shaft.) In order to fly straight, it must
also have at least three feathers. These represent
the first three ranks of Cub Scouting you achieved;
Bobcat, Wolf and Bear. With these awards in place
you began to ascend along the shaft, toward the
tip of the arrow, the Arrow of Light Award. This is
the culmination of all your Cub Scouting efforts.
Without a hard, sharp tip, the arrow is not a very
effective weapon. Since you have achieved this,
the highest rank in Cub Scouting, you will now be a
more effective Boy Scout as you take with you the
things you've learned and continue to progress
along the Scouting trail.
Please stand. I now present you with this arrow, to
which is attached your award. Parents, please pin
the Arrow of Light on your son. now give your
parents the proper salute. (The proper salute to a
mother is a kiss.)
Since you are graduating form Cub Scouting
tonight, you will no longer be a Cub Scout, except
in memory. Because this arrow represents the path
along which you have come, but not the path along
which you must now go, I will ask you to return the
arrow.

This Little Tree Is A Symbol
Personnel:

Equipment:

Cubmaster:

Let The Compass Guide You
Props:

Cubmaster:

Cubmaster, Den Leaders, advancing
Cub Scouts, Webelos and parents.

A three foot high tree with several
branches, set as if it were a tree in a can of mortar;
green paper leaves (made with thin wire frame with
wire frame sticking out) with Cub Scouts' names,
awards, badges, and arrow points.

This little tree is a symbol of the
natural beauty of our land. The tree also represents
Cub Scouting. It takes a long time for a beautiful
tree to grow. In the same way,, Cub Scout spends
a lot of time and effort in advancing from rank to
rank. So do his parents who help him. Today we will
see how much prettier this Cub Scouting tree will be
when we put some leaves on it. Each of these
leaves represents the time and effort put into their
advancement work by our Cub Scout and parents.
(Call forward boys who are receiving their Tiger Cub
badges, give them their awards and have them
put a leaf on the tree. Call forward boys and the
parents who are receiving Wolf badges and arrow
points, give them their awards and have them put
one leaf on the tree for each award they received.
Then award Bear badges and arrow points and
have those boys also put leaves on the tree. After
all the awards are presented and leaves added to
the tree, the Cubmaster resumes speaking.)
Each of you has helped nurture this tree. Just as
trees endure for many years, so the values you
have gained from working on achievements,
electives and Webelos activity pins will last you a
lifetime. May you always stand strong and tall like a
tree-- and be a beautiful resource for our land.

You will need a compass made of heavy
cardboard; placed in front on the advancement
table.

We look to the compass for our guide.
To the East, we find a Cub ready for his Bobcat
Badge. Will (name) and his parents come forward,
(Present award) He brings his eagerness like the
dawn of a new day. To the South is the Wolf with
his spirit of adventure. Will (name) and his parents
come forward. (Present awards)
To the West is a Bear hunting on the trail of
Scouting. (Present awards) To the North is the
Webelos about to realize his boyhood dreams, alive
with Scout action. Will (name) and his parents come
forward. (Present awards) Let the compass guide
all of you on your trails and may you all carry into
your adult lives the ideals of Scouting.
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(Take the arrows and break them over your knee, just
enough to crack, but not completely in two.)
This broken arrow will now be forever a reminder to
you, that you achieved every rank in Cub Scouting,
and graduated with honor. It will no longer fly, just as
you will no longer be a Cub Scout. But you will always
wear the Arrow of Light symbol on your uniform, as a
reminder of your
accomplishment. You now may keep this broken
arrow for your trophy skin. I give you one last
salute before you leave our council fire to join your
new Boy Scout brothers at their council fire.
(Salute.) Always be straight and true! Now walk to
your new council fire.

Cubmaster or Committee Chairman
"Thank You "Certificates/small token gifts

Speaker: Tonight we would like to recognize some
adults who have given their time and effort so that
our boy's program could be stronger.
(Introduce those to be recognized and describe their
contribution).
I would like to read a poem that tells of service to
Scouting:

He hasn't much in worldly goods,
Yet he is richer than you know,
For he's chosen to be a Scouter
And his spirits are all aglow!
He's just a Scouter, nothing more,
But he molds the lives of boys.
He teaches them how to do their best,
And he shares their many joys.
They work on badges, go on hikes,
They share campfires in the night.
They practice skills and follow laws,
And learn to do things right.
He watches them grow from boys to men,
And it makes it all worth while,
When they turn to he and say "Gee Thanks"
And their face wears a golden smile.

Recognition Ceremony for Adult Leaders
Personnel:
Equipment:

The Scouter

WEB SITES
These sites are current as of 5-02-06

Http://www.dickblick.com/info/productinfo/

Http://www.chadiscrafts.com/fun/

Http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/artgallery/ind
ex.html

Http://www.craftsforkids.com/projects.htm

Http://ww5.bhg.com/bhg/family/index.jhtml?or
dersrc=google6crafts_channel

Http://www.make-stuff.com/

Http://www.make-stuff.com/

Http://www.craftmallusa.com/projects.htm

Http://www.teachingheart.net/halloweencrafts.
html

Http://www.askforkids.com/

Http://www.homeworkspot.com/

Http://msnbc.msn.com/id/12594142/

Http://www.42explore.com/treesforests.htm

Http://www.ran.org/

Http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu/chf/pub/tree_kit/stud
ent/index.html

Http://www.mbgnet.net/

Http://www.paperfolding.com/math/

Http://www.paperfolding.com/insects/

Http://www.puzz.com/1001/

Http://rainforestheroes.com/

Http://gorp.away.com/gorp/publishers/foghorn
/camp_kid.htm

Http://www.exploratorium.edu/map.html

Have Fun this summer working on your
Summer Time awards!
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